OVERVIEW OF THE RECORDS

Series Title:  Rules and regulations.
Quantity:  0.5 cu. ft. (2 partial boxes).
Location:  See Detailed Description section for box locations.

SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF THE RECORDS

Rules and regulations concerning nearly every aspect of aeronautics: from airport classification and structure to commercial and private licensing; from seaplanes to parachuting; and general air traffic rules to flight limitations.

Particular topics covered include airport construction; licensing and operation of airports, aircraft, flight schools, ground schools, instructors, and pilots; and aircraft operation in the northeastern Minnesota wilderness area. Several items are signed by Commissioner L. L. Schroeder, and Attorney General J. A. A. Burnquist and Assistant Attorney General Kent C. van den Berg.

INDEX TERMS

This collection is indexed under the following headings in the catalog of the Minnesota Historical Society. Researchers desiring materials about related topics, persons or places should search the catalog using these headings.

Topics:
Aeronautics—Law and legislation—Minnesota.
Air pilots—Licenses—Minnesota.
Air traffic rules—Minnesota.
Airport zoning—Minnesota.
Airports—Law and legislation—Minnesota.
Airports—Minnesota—Design and construction.
Flight schools—Licenses—Minnesota.
Parachuting—Minnesota.
Seaplanes—Minnesota.
Wilderness areas—Environmental aspects—Minnesota.

People:
Schroeder, Leslie L., 1903-.
van den Berg, Kent C.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Preferred Citation:

See the Chicago Manual of Style for additional examples.

Accession Information:
Accession number(s): 980-108; 986-79

Processing Information:
Catalog ID No.: 1734867

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION

Note to Researchers: To request materials, please note the location shown below.

Location


Pamphlet (typed version); signed by Commissioner L. L. Schroeder and Attorney General J. A. A. Burnquist.

Rules, Regulations and Standards as Amended August 1948.

Typed version; signed by Commissioner L. L. Schroeder and Assistant Attorney General Kent C. van den Berg.


Typed version; signed by Commissioner L. L. Schroeder and Attorney General J. A. A. Burnquist.

Rules, Regulations and Standards as Amended March 22, 1950.

Typed version; signed by Commissioner L. L. Schroeder and Attorney General J. A. A. Burnquist.


Two copies; one with annotations.